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The plasma needle is a small atmospheric, nonthermal, radio-frequency discharge, generated at the tip of a needle, which can be used for localized disinfection of biological tissues. Although several experiments have characterized various qualities of the plasma needle, discharge characteristics and electrical properties are still not well known. In order to provide initial estimates on electrical properties and quantities such as particle densities, we employed a two-dimensional, time-dependent fluid model to describe the plasma needle. In this model the balance equation is solved in the drift-diffusion approach for various species and the electron energy, as well as Poisson’s equation. We found that the plasma production occurs in the sheath region and results in a steady flux of reactive species outwards. Even at small (<0.1%) admixtures of N2 to the He background, N2+ is the dominant ion. The electron density is typically 10^{11} \text{cm}^{-3} and the dissipated power is in the order of 10 \text{mW}. These results are consistent with the experimental data available and can give direction to the practical development of the plasma needle. © 2005 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Nonthermal atmospheric plasmas have recently attracted much attention due to their applicability in biomedical technology.1,2 The main characteristic of such a plasma is that the gas temperature stays low, typically not much more than a biologically compatible 310 K. The electron temperature, however, is several ten thousands kelvin and this leads to the production of many reactive species such as excited molecules, radicals, and ions. These species can react with molecules in the tissue and thereby accomplish the disinfective purpose of the device.

One of the promising nonthermal plasma devices is the recently developed plasma needle.1 In several experimental studies, Stoffels and co-workers3,4 have shown it to be capable of locally killing cells and loosening them from their substrate for removal. This allows malignant cells to be disposed of in an orderly fashion, diminishing the risk of infections and damage to nearby benign cells: the cell membrane stayed intact and thus kept the potentially harmful content of the cell contained.

The active medium of the plasma needle is a small (~1 mm) atmospheric, nonthermal radio-frequency (rf) plasma, generated at the tip of a metal wire (see Fig. 1). The needle itself can be held as one holds a pen and is connected to a gas cylinder and a power supply via a small tube and a wire. This arrangement makes it practical as a tool in future applications such as dentistry and microsurgery. However, before it can be considered safe and suitable for these medical applications, the plasma and its properties need to be investigated further: the interactions between the species and the interplay of the charged particles with the electric fields.

---

*aElectronic mail: j.j.a.m.v.d.mullen@tue.nl

FIG. 1. (Color online) Top figure: a schematic drawing of the plasma needle. Bottom figure: a picture taken of the tip of the needle in operation. The needle itself is a sharpened metal wire with a diameter of 0.3 mm. The perspex tube around it has an inner diameter of 5 mm and serves to direct the flow of helium along the needle. The needle is isolated for a large part in order to prevent a discharge from forming within the tube. Refer to Ref. 17 for more details concerning the device.
make the plasma a complex nonequilibrium system, which can be improved more efficiently if a theoretical description is available.

Unlike the plasma needle, theoretical descriptions do exist for other types of atmospheric, nonthermal plasmas (see, e.g., Refs. 5–7). These devices are in a similar manner employed for disinfection and surface treatment of materials that do not react well to vacuum or high temperatures. However, their active region is larger and does not allow for very localized treatments of surfaces.

The aim of the present research was to provide an initial numerical description for the plasma needle. This description provided estimates of important plasma properties and insight in the physical processes that determine those properties. Among these properties are species densities and the production rates for the various chemically active species, as a function of experimental settings such as the applied voltage. With these insights the plasma can be optimized for its purpose.

We used a versatile, time-dependent, two-dimensional fluid model, earlier applied in the context of plasma display panels6 and the ignition of compact fluorescent lamps.7 This model included the relatively terse, but appropriate set of reactions taken from dielectric barrier discharge literature,8 a cylindrically symmetric geometrical representation of the needle and a simplified description of the circuit that drives the discharge.

In this paper we present our numerical approximation of the needle, the results of the calculations done with this model, and a discussion of these results.

II. THE MODEL

In this section, the model we used is described in its various aspects: the equations that were solved, the data on the various species and reactions, and finally the geometry of the needle and its surroundings and the electrical circuit that drives the discharge.

A. Model description

The numerical model that was employed is described fully in Ref. 9 and references therein. Briefly, it is a time-dependent, two-dimensional fluid model: for a number of species (electrons, excited states, and ions) the particle density balance equation is solved in the drift-diffusion approach

$$\frac{\partial n_p}{\partial t} + \nabla \cdot \Gamma_p = S_p,$$

with

$$\Gamma_p = \pm \mu_p E n_p - D_p \nabla n_p,$$

where $n_p$ the density of species $p$, $S_p$ the source of the species due to reactions, $\mu_p$ and $D_p$ the species’ mobility and diffusion coefficient, respectively, and $E$ the electric field.

The density and temperature of the neutral background gas were assumed to be constant in time and uniform in space. The electron energy was determined by solving the electron energy balance equation in a form similar to the equations above, with an extra source term containing the electric field. Poisson’s equation was solved in order to account for the influence of charged species on the electric field.

A possible deviation from a Maxwellian energy spectrum for the electrons was taken into account by constructing a set of tables for transport coefficients and reaction-rate coefficients as functions of the mean electron energy. These tables were obtained from an external Boltzmann solver,11 in which it was assumed that the density of the neutral ground-state background gas was stationary and uniform, as in the fluid model itself. This assumption implies that the densities of the excited and charged species stay small compared to the density of the background gas, so that pressure gradients can be neglected.

The boundary conditions to the various balance equations are listed completely in Ref. 9. They included deexcitation of excited species and neutralization of ions, as well as secondary electron emission.

B. Species and reactions

Table I lists the set of species for which the balance equation was solved, including references to the literature sources of the various coefficients.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Species</th>
<th>Diffusion coeff.</th>
<th>Mobility</th>
<th>Sec. emiss. coeff.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$e^-$</td>
<td>$a$</td>
<td>$b$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>He$^+$</td>
<td>$d$</td>
<td>$c$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>He$^+$</td>
<td>$a$</td>
<td>$e$</td>
<td>$b$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>He$^+$</td>
<td>$d$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>He$^+$</td>
<td>$a$</td>
<td>$e$</td>
<td>$b$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N$_2^+$</td>
<td>$a$</td>
<td>$e$</td>
<td>$b$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Obtained from the mobility using the Einstein relation.

Reference 13.

Reference 11.

Reference 14.

Reference 15.

$^a$The symbol $M$ represents an arbitrary heavy collision partner.

$^b$The intermediate reaction products were not described in the model.

The set of reactions treated in the model, with the references to the literature from which the reaction-rate coefficients were obtained.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Reaction</th>
<th>Rate coefficient</th>
<th>Ref.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>He$^+$ $\rightarrow$ He$^+$</td>
<td>from Boltzmann solver 11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>He$^+$ $\rightarrow$ He$^+$</td>
<td>from Boltzmann solver 11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>He$^+$ $\rightarrow$ He$^+$ $\rightarrow$ 2He</td>
<td>from Boltzmann solver 11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>He$^+$ $\rightarrow$ He$^+$ $\rightarrow$ 2He</td>
<td>from Boltzmann solver 11 and 16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>He$^+$ $\rightarrow$ 2He $\rightarrow$ He$^+$ $\rightarrow$ He</td>
<td>$2.0 \times 10^{-14}$ cm$^6$ s$^{-1}$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>He$^+$ $\rightarrow$ 2He $\rightarrow$ He$^+$ $\rightarrow$ He</td>
<td>$1.1 \times 10^{-13}$ cm$^6$ s$^{-1}$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>He$^+$ $\rightarrow$ 2He $\rightarrow$ M $\rightarrow$ 2He</td>
<td>$10^{-4}$ s$^{-1}$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>2He$^+$ $\rightarrow$ He$^+$</td>
<td>$1.5 \times 10^{-9}$ cm$^3$ s$^{-1}$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>2He$^+$ $\rightarrow$ He$^+$ $\rightarrow$ 2He</td>
<td>$1.5 \times 10^{-9}$ cm$^3$ s$^{-1}$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>He$^+$ $\rightarrow$ He$^+$ $\rightarrow$ He$^+$</td>
<td>$8.9 \times 10^{-9}(T_e/T_i)^{1.5}$ cm$^3$ s$^{-1}$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>He$^+$ $\rightarrow$ N$_2$ $\rightarrow$ N$_2$ $\rightarrow$ He$^+$</td>
<td>$5.0 \times 10^{-11}$ cm$^3$ s$^{-1}$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>He$^+$ $\rightarrow$ N$_2$ $\rightarrow$ N$_2$ $\rightarrow$ He$^+$</td>
<td>$3.0 \times 10^{-11}$ cm$^3$ s$^{-1}$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>He$^+$ $\rightarrow$ N$_2$ $\rightarrow$ N$_2$ $\rightarrow$ N$_2$</td>
<td>$1.4 \times 10^{-9}$ cm$^3$ s$^{-1}$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>N$_2^+$ $\rightarrow$ N$_2$ $\rightarrow$ 2N</td>
<td>$4.8 \times 10^{-9}(T_e/T_i)^{0.3}$ cm$^3$ s$^{-1}$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$The symbol $M$ represents an arbitrary heavy collision partner.

$^b$The intermediate reaction products were not described in the model.
The impurity density is determined by the quality of the gas in the cylinder, as well as by diffusion of air into the active region of the discharge: close to the needle tip the gas can be expected to be most pure, while further away from the tip the impurity density increases. In the experiments, the amount of nitrogen in the center of the discharge was found to be below the detection limit of 0.5% of a Raman-scattering technique and was only detectable at a distance further away then approximately 1.5 mm from the tip of the needle. Considering that the plasma is most dense close to the needle, where the gas is most pure, we assumed that only helium is directly electronically excited and ionized. The excitation and ionization of $N_2$ are realized in heavy particle collisions only. For the calculations we used a uniform nitrogen fraction of 0.1% and disregarded the increase of impurities with a distance from the needle tip.

C. Needle geometry and circuit

We simplified the geometry of the plasma needle to a point-plane geometry with a cylindrical symmetry (see Fig. 2), defined on a rectangular grid of typically $N_c=100$ control volumes in the axial direction and $N_r=100$ control volumes in the radial direction. The dimension of each control volume was $0.05 \times 0.05 \text{ mm}^2$.

In experimental practice, the discharge is part of a circuit that includes a rf source and a matching network. The matching network serves to adapt the impedance of the plasma to the output impedance of the power supply and thereby maximize transmission of power. It is outside the scope of the present paper to fully describe the nontrivial interaction between the plasma and the matching network. Instead, only one important feature was accounted for: no net current can run, due to a capacitor in series with the discharge. Before the discharge reaches steady state, any net current adds charge on the plates of the capacitor and will thereby contribute to a bias voltage that offsets the potential of the needle with respect to the earth potential. This bias voltage then counteracts the current and eventually reaches a steady-state level at which no net current runs. To simulate this, a single capacitor of $2 \text{ pF}$ was modeled in series with the discharge. This relatively low value was chosen in order to minimize the time which it took for the simulation to reach steady state.

Although not experimentally ideal, it is possible to have a matching network with inductive instead of capacitive elements in series with the needle. In such a configuration a direct current can run. This was briefly investigated in order to study the interesting confining effect of the unbiased electrical potential on the electrons.

Finally, in experiments the helium gas flow through the Perspex tube surrounding the needle was typically in the order of 2 l/min. We neglected this flow because the directed velocity due to this flow was three orders of magnitude smaller than the thermal motion of the gas atoms.

III. RESULTS

The model described in Sec. II was used to investigate various aspects of the plasma needle. In the text that follows, we first look at the case in which the needle was placed at a distance of 3 mm from the plane and was driven by a voltage of 320 V in amplitude. This standard condition encompasses all characteristics of the needle that are also found at larger distances and yet there is no appreciable influence of the proximity of the plane. Following the study of this standard condition, we then examine the influence of parameters such as applied voltage and distance to the plane.

A. Discharge characteristics

In Fig. 3, the voltage applied to the needle and the periodic current running through the needle are shown for the standard condition ($V=320 \text{ V}$ and $d=3 \text{ mm}$). The steady-state bias voltage was $-116 \text{ V}$ and the dissipated power $31 \text{ mW}$. The total current lagged the voltage just a little less than $\pi/2 \text{ rad}$, which indicates that the needle behaved almost completely capacitatively. This capacitive component is formed by the capacitance of the metal needle in its environment and gives rise to a displacement current. The discharge itself adds a small resistive component which is responsible for the dissipated power.
Figure 4 shows the time-averaged electron-density profile. The maximum electron density was $3 \times 10^{11}$ cm$^{-3}$ and the size of the discharge, measured by the distance over which the electron density dropped by one order of magnitude, was in the order of 1 mm$^3$. The electron energy close to the needle was calculated to be 8 eV and dropped quickly below 1.5 eV at a distance of 0.5 mm away from the needle.

Figure 4 shows that the plasma exhibited a large degree of spherical symmetry between the needle and the plane. In the following text we will therefore consider quantities at the axis of the discharge: these quantities show similar profiles along different lines at an angle from the needle towards the plane.

The axial, time-averaged densities profiles of the various species are depicted in Fig. 5. Of the species treated by the model, only $N_2^+$ and the electrons existed relatively far from the needle, while the other species were found within 0.4 mm of the needle tip. In this region close to the needle, the electric field was highest and the electron energy gained in this field was mainly lost in the production of $He^+$ via reaction 1 (in Table II). This energy, now contained in $He^+$, eventually resulted in the ionization of $N_2$, either directly through Penning ionization in reaction 10 or via $He_2^+$ (reactions 4 and 11). For the resulting $N_2^+$ ions, the destruction rate (reaction 13) was sufficiently low so that the main loss processes was that of ambipolar diffusion of this species outward, together with an equal number of electrons.

To give an impression on the time dependence of the reaction rates in the active region of the discharge, the rates are shown at a distance of 0.2 mm away from the tip of the needle in Fig. 6. Moving further away from the needle, all rates dropped to negligible values except for the rate of reaction 13.

The electron density and potential at the axis of the system are shown in Fig. 7 for different phases (0, $\pi/2$, $\pi$, and $3\pi/2$ rad) during the rf cycle. The electron density oscillated with the rf cycle, with an amplitude of about 0.2 mm. Unlike the electrons, the spatial modulation of the ions was negli-
B. Influence of distance and applied voltage

The applied voltage and distance of the needle to the plane are the control parameters that are normally important for the application of the needle. In order to investigate their influence on the dissipated power, these quantities were varied under otherwise equal conditions.

Figure 8 shows the effect of the applied voltage on the power. At higher powers, the maximum electron density was higher. Furthermore, the discharge became more elongated, that is, extended itself along the needle. The discharge thereby increased the extent of its sheath along the surface of the needle and could draw more current. This is consistent with experimental observations.

In Fig. 9 the effect of the distance between needle and plane is shown. For increasing distance, the magnitude of the field close to the needle decreased, which resulted in smaller dissipated powers.

C. Effect of current restriction

As mentioned in Sec. II, the matching network of the needle often contains a capacitor in series with the needle. Before the system reaches steady state, this capacitor generally accumulates charge and thereby introduces an offset in the average needle voltage that eventually prevents a net current from running. Instead of this configuration, it is feasible to make a matching network that contains only an inductance in series with the needle. In such a circuit, net currents do not lead to a bias voltage and this absence of bias voltage has a large effect on the steady-state field configuration.

In the unbiased situation, we found that the electric field was such that the electrons were confined to a region close to the needle, while the ions were not. Figure 10 shows the
charged particle densities and potential for this case. One can see that the electrons did not move further away than approximately 1 mm from the tip of the needle. Beyond that distance the field pointed towards the needle during the entire rf cycle. The average potential at this distance corresponded to the absolute value of the bias voltage, as was observed in the simulation of which results are presented in Fig. 7.

This simulation also allowed us to obtain an estimate of the time scale for the discharge to reach steady state. We applied a 10% step in the voltage from $V=320$ V to $V=352$ V and looked at the time that it took for the power to reach its final value within a fraction of $1/e$ of the difference between the original and final values. This was $20 \mu s$. The equilibration time scale of the discharge is thus several times these $20 \mu s$.

In a circuit containing a capacitor, a second time scale is formed by the time at which the bias voltage sets itself. Given a current of typically 1 $\mu A$ in the unbiased situation and a capacitor in the order of 10 pF, the relation $I=(CdV/dt)$ predicts a time scale in the order of 1 ms for a capacitor to charge and thus for steady state to settle.

### IV. DISCUSSION

In the following paragraphs we will discuss the results presented in Sec. III in terms of consistency with experimental data and in terms of what important physical processes that underly them. Also, some assumptions are discussed that could not a priori be considered correct.

#### A. Comparison to experiments

In Sec. III, simulations for the standard condition ($V=320$ V and $d=3$ mm) predicted that the electron density is typically of the order of $10^{11} \text{ cm}^{-3}$. The size of the plasma is typically 1 mm. $N_2^+$ was the dominant ion, even for small admixtures of nitrogen. The power dissipated in the discharge ranged from 10 to 100 mW and was strongly dependent on both the applied rf voltage and the distance of the needle to the plane.

These results do agree with the experimental data that were available at the time of writing this paper: from the experiments we know that the amplitude of the voltage applied to the needle typically ranges from 200 to 350 V for a small, stable plasma; the (visually determined) size of the discharge is $\sim 1$ mm, the electron density is estimated to be $\sim 10^{11} \text{ cm}^{-3}$, and the dissipated power is in the order of 100 mW.

The most directly measured quantity was the dissipated power, and therefore especially this quantity is a suitable parameter to compare the model with the experiments. Given the figures mentioned in Refs. 10 and 18, the results shown in Fig. 8 suggest that the calculated power dissipation at the above-mentioned voltage is at most a factor of 10 too low. However, it is not exactly known how much power is dissipated in the matching network and how this depends on the distance from the needle to plane. Due to this uncertainty, the measured power reported in Ref. 10 can be considered to be the upper limit of the power that is actually dissipated in the plasma itself. In Ref. 18 powers are reported in the range of 0–50 mW, however, here the applied voltage to the needle is not given, which makes the figures reported in this paper unsuitable for direct comparison. In addition to the experimental uncertainties, a further reason for this discrepancy could be that in the model the electric field at the tip of the needle is underestimated due to a limited sharpness of the needle as a result of the coarseness of the numerical grid. A higher field results in a higher ionization rate and leads to higher electron densities and more power dissipation.

Therefore, although the measured and calculated values of the dissipated power differ, there are both experimental and computational factors which make agreement or disagreement uncertain. Further research will have to be done in order to make better conclusions on this subject.

#### B. Reaction kinetics

Various assumptions were made in constructing the set of reactions between the various species described by the model. The validity of several of these assumptions was treated in Sec. II. Here we discuss the others.

In the first place, we assumed that the various excimer levels of the helium molecular system decay into the $a^3\Sigma^+_u$ state over time scales that are faster than the rf period. In Fig. 6, the reaction rates are shown as a function of time in the rf cycle. Reaction number 4 is the reaction that treats the compound of reactions that eventually result in the $a^3\Sigma^+_u$ state. One can see in the figure that this reaction rate is not significantly modulated during the rf cycle. This indicates that the typical time scales involved here are longer than the rf time scale and that it is therefore reasonable to treat only this one excimer state.

Furthermore, note that in the experimental setup the gas is not uniform in its impurities: the helium flow along the needle ensures that the gas close to the needle is almost as pure as that contained in the source cylinder. Further away from the needle, the purity is decreased due to inward diffusion of air and perhaps molecules from a nearby surface. Since the active plasma is confined to a region close to the needle, this disuniformity further away from the needle will not affect the results significantly.

From the results presented in Sec. III it has become clear that only a small region close to the needle exhibits active production of species. Only $N_2^+$ ions and electrons can diffuse away from this region due to their relatively low recombination rates. One can consider the region close to the needle as a point source from which these species diffuse away radially with an ambipolar diffusion constant $D_{\text{amb}}$ and are destroyed with a rate $S=kn_3n_e$. After equating $n_e$ to $n_i$ and assuming the rate $k$ of reaction 12 to be constant, the particle densities outside of the productions region can be described by the balance equation of $n_e$ in spherical coordinates, for $r>0$,

$$\nabla^2D_{\text{amb}}n_e(r) = \frac{D_{\text{amb}}}{r^2} \frac{d}{dr} \left[ r \frac{d}{dr} n_e(r) \right] = kn_e^2. \tag{3}$$

Solving this equation yields
where \( c \) is a constant that depends on the density of the electron-ion pairs at the border of the production region. The decrease in density as a function of \( r \) as predicted by this equation is slower than observed in, for example, Fig. 5. One reason for this could be that both \( D \) and \( k \) are taken to be constants, while, in fact, they are dependent on the electron temperature. Depending on the distribution and nature of pollutants, \( \mathrm{N}_2 \) and the electrons might react to form negative ions and radicals further away from the needle tip.

These results suggest that in a future theoretical description of the needle, a distinction can be made between the production region close to the needle and a recombination region further away from the needle. A more advanced description could exploit this by modeling the former region in more detail with a denser grid and add the latter region by adding more impurities and corresponding reactions and take the complex interaction with biological materials into account. The coupling of the two regions can be described by the outward flux of \( \mathrm{N}_2^+ \) and electrons.

C. Effect of current restriction

A few simulations were run in which no capacitor was assumed to be in series with the needle and, therefore, a net current could run. If a capacitor is connected in series with the needle (as is the case in most matching networks), such a net current charges the capacitor and offsets the average potential of the needle. When the bias voltage is not present, the average electric field is distinctly different from the biased situation and has its effect on the discharge. Although there is no experimental data on the behavior of the discharge in this situation, we included some numerical results that might point the way to future experiments.

If one compares Fig. 10 for the unbiased case with Fig. 7 for the biased case, one can see that the main effect of this different electric field is the confinement of electrons to a region close to the needle. Outside this region the current is carried by ions alone. A matching network based on an inductive element instead of a capacitor could accomplish this situation, perhaps offering a way to control the nature of the species arriving at a substrate.

Note that a similar situation also temporarily arises for a needle driven by a regular matching network when the steady-state bias voltage of the device is suddenly altered. This can, for example, happen when one of the experimental setting is suddenly changed, or when the electrical potential of the environment alters. The time it then takes for a new steady state to set depends on the net current and the capacitance of the matching network and was estimated to be in the order of 1 ms.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we presented a numerical description of the plasma needle. We used a two-dimensional, time-dependent fluid model and included a set of species and reactions that was designed earlier for a dielectric barrier discharge with similar conditions. This set is on the one hand detailed enough to give a realistic model of the needle and on the other hand terse enough to be able to give insight in what the important processes are. With this model, the electrical properties of the needle and the spatiotemporal evolution of quantities such as particle densities could be predicted. These insights can help in explaining observations in present experiments and in giving direction to future experiments. More experimental data will be necessary to improve and further validate the model.

This study has shown that the electron density in the plasma is typically of the order of \( 10^{11} \text{ cm}^{-3} \). The size of the plasma, measured by the distance over which the electron density dropped by one order of magnitude, is typically 1 mm. Even at small admixtures of nitrogen, \( \mathrm{N}_2^+ \) was found to be the dominant ion. The power dissipated in the discharge ranged from 10 to 100 mW and was strongly dependent on both the applied rf voltage and the distance of the needle to the plane. For higher powers the plasma covered more surface of the needle. These findings are consistent with the few experimental data available.

The simulations showed that the reaction kinetics are most important in the sheath and that the end products of the reactions were \( \mathrm{N}_2^+ \) ions and electrons, which diffused from this region and recombined at some distance from the needle. Future models could exploit this fact by distinguishing between the production region and the recombination region. The former could be described by a finer numerical grid and use effluxes as boundary conditions for the balance equations. The latter could be refined by including more impurities and reaction, which originate from the inward diffusion of air and of species from the treated surface.

Finally, the design of the matching network could be used for controlling the charged species densities that diffuse away from the needle: if a dc is allowed to flow, the electrons are confined to a region close to the needle and only positive ions carry the current towards a surface.
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